Malicious and illegal applications are hiding in plain sight in non-official marketplaces, luring your customers away and even stealing their data.

Our module specializes in detecting applications claiming affiliation to your organization or using company assets without authorization.

By identifying false, infected, modified and copied apps, we make it easier for you to protect your brand and reputation.

**What business benefits does it deliver?**

1. Safeguard your reputation from negative customer experiences, and unintentional malware downloads
2. Reduce business and security costs related to your mobile apps
3. Ensure that your business isn't unnecessarily fined for compliance violations

**What does it do?**

1. Real-time identification and alert system via a dedicated portal
2. Provides a trail of evidence to successfully combat and dismantle rogue apps
3. Full customization ensures maximum visibility of potentially harmful applications

Contact info@outpost24.com for a demonstration.

**About Outpost24**

The Outpost24 group helps organizations limit their digital exposure with a complete range of cyber risk management solutions. Outpost24's cloud platform unifies asset inventory, automates security assessments, and quantifies risk in business context. Executives and security teams around the world trust Outpost24 to prioritize the most important security issues across their entire IT infrastructure for accelerated risk reduction. Founded in 2001, Outpost24 is headquartered in Sweden, with additional offices in the US, the UK, the Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, France, and Spain.